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Abstract

The gtate-of-the-art tunable vuv sources are used to produce excited C2ti

photofragments (C2H*) via the photolysls o!’acetylene molecules. The quenching

rate constants of the C2H emission by a number of swcies are determin[’d. Thu

colllsioll-!’reeflllwescence lifetimes are measured at different excitation

wavelength~. The excitation energy threshold for producing the observud cmls-

sion is determined. In addition, a correlation between the excitation enurgy

and the emisslorlwav~)lengl.h1s observt:d.
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Introduction

In the past, the lack of spectrally intense and tunable vuv sources has

made it extremely difficult to investigate spectroscopy and phOLOChWTIiCaldy-

namics of gas-phase species in the short wavelength region (<200 rim). Large

vacuum monochranators (several meters in length) are u~t?d Lo maximize the

throughput Gf the photon flux and spectral resolution. Generally, there is a

Lradeoff beLueen photon flux and resolution. A monochromatic vuv source typi-

cally is verJ weak and in most cases only absorption techniques can be employed

to examine spectroscopic features of a species. HOFe reCOntly, the Lechnologi-
.

Sal advances provided by synchrotronslight sources and vuv laser generation in

non-linear media have led to many new prospects in the investigaticm of photo-

physics and photochemistryof higk-lying SLdLf59of molecules. In this paper,

we will discuss the application of these novel vuv sources in the photolysls of

the acetylene molecule to produce the elusive C2H radicals.

The C2H radical is thoughL LO be an important.intermediate in combustiori

processes includlng sooting rlaMeSl as well as lnterstelliir c!louds2and pl;ln[!-

tary atmosph~

known CN rad

Culculatlons

mix FWVWiil

confirmed by

rea.s 13c~iluse it 1s a simplt!r~dical iW.)elt!CtrOniCwith the WC1l

CM1 it mighL b!!expecLud to have simple npecLroscoplc features,

show, howuvc)’,4that the bending ijnds~rntchlng vibrational modcu

ow-lylng elcutrunlc stdtes. The complexity of thisspctr{lm 1:)

Lht!ncilrlnfrimwl observutior)u.5
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photoproduct emission appeared to be a continuum from 400 nm to 580 nm. There

seems to be little doubt that the continuum emission is due to C2H*.10 simi~-ar

emission has been seen frm the phoLolysig of C2H2, C2H~r, and C2HCF3.11 pro-

duction of ground state C2H is also observed in matrix experiments.12 The work

by Becker eL al. has deduced sn emission lifetlmc of 6 w using a fluorescence

phase modulation technique. A controversy has arisen over the mechanism of

this long decay time: does lL represent the r~dlaLiW! lifetime of C2H* or of’a

dark intermediate state that produces a rapidly emitting C2H* p?@duct.7’10

A proposa113J14 for Lhe dark intermediate sLate is that it is the lowesL

triplet state

phoLolysis or

triplet state

cm-’ above the

C2Hfiemission,

e!’ficientlyby

splltting. It

collision-1’ree

sion produced

ExperlmenLal

l’wcrkindfi

of vinylidene, CCH2.15-17 Vinylidene has been cbserved by flash

acetylene fcllowed by absorption at 140 and 157 nm.13 The lowest

of the acetylene izomer, vinylidene is calculated to be at 14,700

‘5 If a triplet staLe is the dark precursor to theground state.

it might be expected this intermediate would he quenched more

species containing heavy atoms chat have a largz spin orbit

is the intention o? this paper to address the jssues of th~

fluorcscericelifetime and the quenching efficiency of the emls-

by vuv photolysis of the acetylene molecule.

~f experimental.apparatus are used for these experiments. A

synchroLron light sourct?1s used for obtaining low-resolution eXCILi+LiOnSpeL’-

Lra owr Lhc tuning rangt!from 110 nm t~ ~0 nm. For the time-resolved ;neii~-

urementn of fluorescence dectiyand high-resolution excitation specLr*acove~lrlg

a single vlbronlc state, a L.uniibledyu laser 1s frequency tripled in inert

g~~es (Xu, Kr, and Ar) to produce Lunablu VMV Vulses.ld-2:’
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The synchrotronslight source is a windowed (LiF) beam port (U9A) at the

Brookhaven National Laboratory, National SynchrotronsLight Source (NSLS), uitn

a storage ring design. The light is dispersed by a 0.5-m monochromator Lypi-

cally using l-mm slits and 2-rimresolution. A stainless steel cell WILh LiF

windows is used as the sample cell. Photoproduct emission is detected at righL

angles with an Acton 0.2-m monochromator and a

multiplier tube (PMT). The spectral deLection

turning the excitation monochromator LO zeroth

radiation as a white light source. The signal

NIM photon counting electronics in conjunction

analyzlsrfor data acquisition. Since the NSLS

riti~~ ~~~c =: c r ‘/’lw.~ iu4 (wurking as a one-~unch

cooled RCA Cj1034 A02 photo-

efficiency is calibrated by

order using the synchrotrons

from the PMT is then sent to a

with a LeCroy 3500 multichannel

produces light pulses at a repe-

muuej, d maximum Lime window ui

approximately 150 ns is available for time decay measurement. This makes long

emissim decay difficult to determine. The sample gas pressure is nmnitored

using d l-torr MKS Barocell head.

Th@ apparatus l“orgenerating coherent vuv sources using harmonic generation

in rare gases 1s shown {n Fig. 1. A Nd:YAiilaser 1s frequency doubleu to 532

nm and used to pump a dye laser using Rhodamine (Excitron, Inc.) dyes. The dyl~

laser output of 40-70 mJ/pulse at the 555-600 nm region is mixed with residu:il

1.06-Pm li@L f’r~ the YAG laser to typically produce 5-10 mJ of 3b5-385-rw!

llgh’n. Experiments are also performed using the Ll]lrdharmonic of the YAG

laser Ht 355 nm. The mixing KDP crystal is angle-tuned by a feedback con--

trolled system that allows the scanning of excitation wavelength,

In the lower half of Fig. 1, the device 1s shown to have three chambers

specifically for the

IL is 76 cm long und

A 10-cm f.1. lens la

generation, utilization, and detection of the vuv light..

contitructudcl’SLi]tlddrd 2.75-ifl.cunflat vacuum har’dwur(!.

used to focus the nuur uv light inLo the third hurmunl:!
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generation (THG) section. A LiF lens (19 cm f.1. at 400 nm) is pla~d between

the THG section and the sample section. A LiF window is used to separate the

sample cell from the nitric oxide ionization cell, which is used as a vuv de-

tector with 200-300 V bias across the plates (2.5 cm apart). The THG cell is

filled with d f’ferentmixtures of rare gases (Ar, Kr, and Xe) depending on the

degired excitation wavelengths. Pressure in the THG cell 1s moniLored using a

Wallacr2and Tlernan 800 torr sensor head. Pressure in the sample cell Is meas-

ured using a Hastings thermocouple gatigeand l-:orr MKS Baratron head. The

aceLylene 1S Pasged through a trap at 195 K before use. The other gases are

passed througn traps aL either

Because the THG process is

uv 9catLered llght 1s expec~eti

77 K or 195 K, as appropriate.

‘6 efficient, nearonly typically reported at 10

Lu Le lar~c c~pared to the desired signal, the

photoproduct luminescence resulting from vuv photolysis. The sample chamber is

painted black with Aquadag and a number of black anodized aluminum baffles are

inserted along the beam path. A liquid filter cor.gistingof 5-gl& hydrated

Fe2(S04)3 is used in the right angle detection system. The filter transmits

emission from 400 nm to 940 nm with a transmission dip from 550 nm to 620 nm

while blocking :;catteredlight. The liquid filter produces virtually no fluo-

rescence and has two orders of magnitude more attenuation than a glass color

filter. A Hammamatsu R955 PMT LhaL is gateflon by a voltage pulse with a vari-

able delay time is used

amplified 100 Limes and

minicomputer system for

for observing the emission. The output of the PMT is

sends to either a PAR boxcdr or ~ trtinslenLdigitizer

signal tiveraglngand data reduction. In some experl-

mtint,s,a pinhole(-0.3 mm in diameter) is inserted lnLO tht!

sample chamber. Because of l.hevery large difference in the

the LiF lwu (for example, n = 1.67 @ 12;!nmand n ‘.1.40 @

midsection of t.ht!

refractive index of

366 rim),the vuv
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and near uv laser beams are ~ocused at very different focal lensths. This

allows the pinhole to discriminate much of the near uv light. A better-than-

two orders of magnitude of reduction in the scattered light Is attained.

Results

Initial survey data are obtained using the synchrotrons. The photofragment

emission spectrum obtained using an acetylene pressure of 40 mtcrr is shown irI

Fig. 2. This spec~rum is acqui~ed by scanning the emission mcmochromator while

holding the excitation monochromator fixed at 120 nm. A monochromator resolu-

tion of 2C nm is used in order to maximize the instrumental throughput. EVei!
.

so, there is still a significant amount of noise shown In the spectrum and no

detectable structure is identified. Previous observations at hither resolution

(1 nm) also show= significant structure.-i’9’1c iiuw=~cr, the nhserved

trum differs from the previous work in that it shows emission extending

to the red (essentially to the cut-off wavelength of the PMT, 900 rim).

s pu c-

farther

This iS

due to the broader spectral response of the P/lT’sused in the preserit.work.

Figure 3 shows the synchrotronsexcitation spectrum. and the laser absorp-

tion and excitation spectra. The excitation spectra are produced by scanning

the excitation wavelength and monitoring the photoprodact emission

bandpass filter. The absorption spectrum is created by monitoring

of the NL)ionization cell in Fig. 1 whilv scanning the dye laser.

using a

the outpuL

The WiJVIJ-

length resolution in the laser experim~!ntsis given by 6 timeo thu Nd:YALi

laser bandwidth or approxlmaLvly 2 cm‘1 lrlLIN.IVUV,—

The synchrutron exclt.atlonspectrum shows Petiksdue to u ccrmblnatlmlof’

I vlbr~tluila] progr~gslon Irl Ryc!bergstiit,c~;~rldviilencw~LilLeg. The S~C~tllM

agr~!etiwlLh th(!pruviuu:}work,‘“ which indlC!i]Leni~ cut-off wavelength of UM1:].

slon ~L 136.5 nm, rdLtlerLh}lri130 nm.‘~ ‘1’11~1tllgtl-r~u:,ulut.lurllimur sp’t’l,rclilr’u
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scans of one vibronic band. The transition is assigned as a member of the R

Rydberg series, n = 4, vi = 1 with vibronic symmetry Inu 4- lX+
6“ Previous

absorption measurements place Lht3 transition at 1220.63 X. The most notable

observation on comparison of the laser excitation spectrum atldthe laser ab-

Sorwion spectrum 1s their Similarity. Although individual rotational lines

are not resolved because their spacing 2BV is about equal to the laser band-

width, the similarity in rotational contours suggesLs that the predissociation

process leading LO the emitting photofragment is independent of J; i.e., a

homogeneous predissociation rather than proportional to J(J + 1) as in a het-

erogeneous process.25

The excitation spectra are also taken at different emission wavelength

I’egions. Figures 4 and 5 depict two spectra obtained with narrow band pass

filters centered at 440 nm and 850 nm. One interesting feature 1s the distinct.

shift in the &mplltudes of vibronic peaks in the two spectra. It indicates

that the higher the excitation photon energy Lhe higher the emitting photon

energy; i.e., the excitation energy in the C2H* photofragmen:s is directly

correlated to that of th(: C2H2 precursors.

The temporal behavior of We emissions id investigated in detail. Fluores-

cence si~al is averaged over a large number of’shots (>1000) ;’ora particular

gtismixture Or acetylene. The difference between this averaged signal and the

background (an averaged signal with the cell empty) 1s then fit to an exponen-

tial ovc!rthe ttmrporalregion where the background intensity is small compared

tO Lhc Si~Iiil. It appears that single exponential decaytigive good fits to

curvcu for vurlous presuurus of acetyleneiquencher mixtures. The decay r~te

[!OnnLilflt:l~r~~p!~t~udin IJlg.(i fer 1(JITIt.c)rror acetylonc versus pressures Of

ltselr, Xe, and 11[~.Using a simple llrlearfit for each of the ~dde(lgas prus-

Wrw, ;lblmull!i!ul:!rr’iit.(1 (!ot)i]LiillL (.!ili) b~ dt!r’lvcdby c~lculatlng the slope uf’
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the linear curve. The quenching rate constants of the C2HU emission for all

the gases studied are summarized in Table I. It should be notnd, however, that

the rate constants are somewhat phenomenological in the sense that we are Ob-

serving decay of emission over a broad spectral region, rather than a state-

SeleCted decay.

Collision-free fluorescence lifetimes Cf the emission are also determined

at different excitation wavelengths (bee Table 11). This is derived by extrap-

olating the C2H* photoemissian quenching curve of C2H2 to zero przssure. The

values are in good ag?eement with the previous works.9~10 However, the result

seems to indica~e that at a shorter excitation wavelength a shorter emission

lifetime is obtained. This 13 consisteritwith the observation that the shorter

wavelength C2H* emitters tend t@ be more short-lived, since it is &lso observed

that the shorter wavelength excitation leads to more excited photoproducts.

AddiLiunal experiments are i,ilpiw~ntedon the ~znz molecule. It is dcLer-

mined that similar quenching rate constants and lifetimes are measured for the

exciced C2D photofragment. However, the collision-free lifetime of the C2D

emihsion is measured to be longer (-10 Bs) when an excitation wavelength of

1222.6 X corresponding a 4R Rydberg transition for v; - 1 is used. This may

have some implication as to the electronic and vibrational coupling between the

electrunlc manlf’olds.

Discussion

It is interesting to examine the quenching rate constants for the varioua

species shown in Table I. A comparison with triplet sLaLe quenching o!’ut.herII

26 indicates Lhat triplet state quenchingelectron systems in rare gas matrices

in the present system cannot be invoked. For example, it has been observtid

that the quenching of the triplet state li~etlme of benzene varied by u !“acLw
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>100 in the series o!’Ar, Kr, and Xe quenching gases. If triplet quenching

were the process occurring in the acetylene/C2H sYstemt then a much larger

change of quench~ng crosg sections in the He, Ar, Kr, and Xe series would be

expected. Furthermore, Lt)e exi!9tence of 10W-l~ing Singlet States Of 02 would

be expected to rapidly quench a triplet state by spin exchange. Thus, the

quenching data summarized in Table I implies that neither a metastable pre-

cursor of’the photochemical emitter nor the emitter itself are tripleL states,

‘4 He may also exclude other spin orbit cou-as had been previously suggested.

pled intersystem emis9ion processes such as a quartet state to doublet state

transition in tileC2H* which has been proposed4 as a component of the visible

luminescence.

As mentioned before, the similarity in

fluoresceficeexcitation and the absorption

that the predissoclatiorlOf C2H2 iS caused

the rotational

spectra can be

contour betweec the

interpreted to mean

by a homogeneous perturbation. Since

the excited C2H2 state symmetry is ‘nu, the exit channel of the predissociation

must also be ‘nu; the H atom is 2S, so the C2H* must be produced in states

correlating with IIelectronic symmetry, By examining the C2H electronic state

calculation of Shlh et al.,4 it is believed that 32A’ is the most likely candi-

date emitting stat(!of r-2Hon the basis Of energy spscing correlates with 2n at

its equilibrium C-C bond spacing. However, our lifetime measurements are not

in agreement with the calculated value (-0.2 us) for this particular state.4

It is not clear whether the considerable discrepancy is due to the imprecision

of”the theoretical model in determining transition strength.

IL 1s appropriate to canpare the present quenching studies with rates thaL

have been previously measured. Becker et al.g measured rates for Hz, NZ, and

Ar quenching that are approximately 1.5 to 2 times faster than ours, while

their raLe for C2H2 quenching is identical to ours, and also to that meusured
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by Saito et al.10 Saito’s rate for He quenching is slightly faster. Saito

et al. measured rates at several emission wavelengths and found that the rates

increase at shorter wavelengths, consistent with the idea that short wavelength

emission represents more highly excited molecules. Shokoohl et al.27 measure

longer lifetimes and slower quenching rates i~ the near infrared emission of

C2H*, but these processes may represent quenching that is more like vibration~l

relaxation than electronic relaxation due to the canplex perturbations in the

4~5 Suto et al.low-lying electronic states Of c21i. 23 in nontime-resolved

quenching studies have measured a product of quench rate times decay time for

Ar, N2, and C2~2. However, their values for this product are a factor cf’two

higher than the values measured lIySaito et al.,10 Becker et al.,9 or our work.

Furthermore, Suto et al. report a dramatic decrease in the values of this prod-

uct at

nm and

In

source

shorter wavelengths which we do not observe in cOmparing our data at 118

122 nm.

conclusion, by using two novel tunable vuv sources, a syn~hrotron 1ight.

and a l’requency tripled laser, we have measured time-resolved quenching

rate for the C2H* and C2D* photoproducts by a number of gas species. In addi-

tion, collision-free lifetimes of the C2H* and C2D* emission are measured at

different excitation wavelengths. One of the emitting states is tentatively

assigned to l% the 3ZA’ state. The results indicate that a metastable triplet

intermediate does not play a significant role in the formation of the observed

emission,
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TABLE I

QUENCHING RATE CONSTANrnSOF C2H EMISSION BY A NU~ER OF SPECIES

Rate
Constants
(see-l torr-l)

up

Ar

N2

Kr

Xe

Hz

D2

co

He

(1220 1) C2H2

(1182 ~) C2H2)

1.43 t 0.26 X 106

7.7 i 1.1 x 105

9.8 t 0.71 x 105

6.25 :.0.35 x lu~

1.30 t 0.04 x 106

1.65 t 0.04 X 106

1.36 i 0.08 X 106

1.39 * 0.9 x 106

4.71 t 0.08 X 10E

5.03 i 0.15 x lo~

4.79 f 0.15 x 106
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COLLISION-FREE LIFETIMES OF C H EMISSION
&AT DIFFERENT EXCITATION HA LENGTHS

wavelength Electronic State Lifetime
(rim) of C,H, (PSI

118.22 4R’, vj - 1 6.1 f 0.5

122.62 4R, u4 = 1 6.6 t 0.5

128.19 3R!I’,v; - 2 8.8 ~ !I.8
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Figure Captions

1.

2.

39

4.

5.

6.

A schematic!

An umission
120 nm.

A composite

diagram of the experimental apparatus,

spectrum of C2H* observed with an excitation wavelength of

of a synchrotronsfluorescence excitation spectrum, a vuv laser
absorption spectrum, and a vuv laser fluorescence excitation spectrum.

A fluorescence excitation spectrum af C2H2 obtained with a 440-nm band-
pass filter.

A fluorescence excitation spectrum of’ C2H2 obtair d with a 850-rrnband-
pass filtar.

A plot of the inverse of the fluorescence lifetime as a function of the
quenching gas pressure,
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A COMPARISON OF A SYNCHROTqON SPECTRUM AND

THE RESOLUTION AVAILABLE FROM A LASER SOURCE
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